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$ I. Introduction. RelaG ively projective maps 
lxt k be a commutative ring with I, C be a finite group, and kG the group algebra 
of G over k. A kG-rntxI&e is a pair (U, p). where U is a finitely-generated free k- 
module, and p : kC + (U, 03 is a representation of G on U, i.e., p is a k-algebra 
homomorphism of kG into the algebra (U, U) = Endk(U), such that F( 1) = Q!, the 
identity map on U. in contexts where it is not necessary to mention p explicitly, we 
write U for (U, p). 
Let U = (U, p). U’ = (U’, p’) and if’ = (v”, p”) be kG-modules. We write (U, U') 
fox Hom,(U, U’); the elements of (U, 0’) are taken as ~@z~ operators on U. Make G 
act on (U. II’) as fol.lows: if 8 E (U, Ii’) and g E G, then W E (U, U’) is defined by 
8g = p(g)-1 8 pr@). Evidently ’ 
Let H be a subgroup of G, and let 
We shaU say that a map t? : U -+ U’ is an H-map if 8 E (U, t$.f, i.e., if 8 is a kH- 
homomorphism. 
Now suppose S, H are subgroups of G, and S < H. Define T”& : (U, U’), -+ 
(U, U’),q by the formula 
(lm2) TS,ff(a:d=hE&,s] for all aE(U, Uf)s, 
the sum being over a transversal [H’S] of the cosetsSkt in If. 7’S,~ is sometimes called 
the rdbirv mwz nup (see e.g. Feit [ 5) ). 1 t is a bh<>mc7morphism, and is independent 
of the dwice of the transversal [H/S] . One verifiies trivid~~ 
Let 
and more generally, if E = ( Sj ) jc”_. is any 92 t Of SU h@k?U~S Of N, let 
Fcr given g and H, the 6projective H-map; form an “ideaf” in the collection of 
31 H-maps, in the following sense. 
Rem&. A fundamental theorem of H&man [ 11) , generalized by Dress 14, Theorem 
11, gives afternative conditions, equivalent to the condition that U is e-projective. In 
particuhr, U is Eaprojective if and only if there exists, for each i E I, a k+module Li, 
S&I that U is isomorphic to a direct summand of” bigly. 
fkfmition. Let .M (kG ) Se the category whose objects are all ’ kG-modules, and 
t note in 63 on the ddhition of u(kG). 
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whose morphisms are all kG-homomorphisms. Let e be a set of subgroups of c;. 
Then M(kG )“, the wteg~ry of klhmdules relative to E, is defined as follow: 
(1) Ob Xf(kG)E= Ob M(kG). 
(2) If cb, U’ E Ob M(kG’)% then the set ofmorphisms in ,f{(kG )z from &f to er’ 
is defined to be! 
(0, U’$ = rtu, Q#J, W’).E,G. 
(3) The product of the morphisms 
I 1 is = q + (L!‘, (f’)ec; E (U’, U”)E 
is defined to be [0qJ = t?q + (l.J, U”& E (U, U”j& 
(4) The identity morphism for UE Ob M(kG)z, is [I~] = qr + (CJ, U )t=, (;. I 
Remark. Af(kG )’ is not in general an Abelian category, and this has disadvantages in 
applicltions --- for example, there seems to b no useful waf of defining simple (ir- 
reducible) objects in bf(kC 1% On the other hand, one can define indecomposable 
objects, for an object U which is zero, ar is a direct sum of given objects U’, U” in 
XI(kG ), is also zero, or is a direct sum of W’, u”, in ,n,l(kG )‘E, These facts, together 
with, the fact that the (U, U’& are k-modules and that product of morphisms i  
k-biligear, show that M(kC)= is a k-additive category.* 
Au&r&r has studied categsries like ,U(kC)E in [ 11. In fact, taking E = (1) 
(1 is the unit subgroup of G), M(,kG)l is the category Mod(A)/R(P) f 1, p- 841, for 
A=kG. 
For the rest of 8 1 D we assume that the coefficient ring k is “good” in a sense 
defined in 93 - this implies that the Krull-Schmidt heorem holds whenever we 
need it. Any kG-module W has a direct sum decomposition. 
A ategory !d is k-mfdifive (ar is an udcjitive k-mtegwy I11) if (1) M has a zero object, (2) b! 
has fmite dinxt sums, (3) M(U, V) is a k-module, for all U. 1% Ob u and (4) praducts of
morphisms in M are k-bUnear. A functor f : M -+ M’ between k-additive categories M, M’ is 
called k-additive if for all U, YE Ob M the mapfii, f~ : MW, t’l -+ hd’Cfv,fV) induced by f is 
a k fmodule)homomorphism. 
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in which a&J’) is an 6projective k&nodule, and e I.-( Cl) is a kG-module which is 
&projective-free, i.e., it has no non-zxroe -projective direct summand. The kC- 
madules~I.-(U),~(U) are dti-mined up to isomorphism by (1.5). By Theorem 3.8, 
a kG-module U is indecomposable in llI(kG )’ , if and only if E,(U) is indecompos- 
(kG ). By Theorem 3.10, two kG*modules U, U’ arc isomorphic in M(kG)‘E, 
if and only if &&$ @ #I‘) are isomorphic in pf(kG). 
be any subgroups of G such that NC(R) Ls H, and let s = { Q n DB i 
j)= ( H n P tgE (3 \ H ‘1. L-et M(kG;D)” be the full subcategory of 
(kG bx, whose objects are all D-projective kG-modules; we define M(kH”;D)f similar- 
. The main purpose of this paper is to prove Theorem 4.1 z which shows that 
f&G& and Ic((kIf;D)” are equivalent categories. 
We recall that two categories M, Id are said to be equia&rzt if there exists a (CQ 
riant) functorf : b-4 -9 M’ which is an e+valence of categories, i.e. (see [ 1, p. 19)) 
( 1) f isfkily-fiithfuf, i.e., for each pair of objects U. V of M, the map fu, + M(U_ V) 
=+ b4’#jV. fv) induced by f is a bijection, and 
2)fisdertre. i.e., every object of N’ is isomorphic to an object of the form flI* 
Such a functor Jinduces a 1 - 1 correspondence b tween the classes of isomorph- 
s of objects of A(, and those of M’. If M, M’ are k-additive, and if f is a 
k-additive functor (so that the f u, t’ are ail k-isomorphisms), then f takes indecompos 
able objects oi M, to mde:omposable objects of M’. 
We recall that if U is a kG-module, then WH denotes the kH-module obtained from 
0’ by restrjction; if L is a kH-module:, then LG denotes the kG-module obtained from 
t by induction. 
Theorem 4. i . There exist functm 
g: M(kff;L))” -+ M(k@)" , 
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Suppose now that p is a rational prime, and that k is a complete discrete valuation 
ring, with maimal ideal if, such that k/D is a field of characteristic p. Any such ring 
k is “good’“. tn partioutar (if p = 0) k may be a field of characteristic p. Let I) be a 
p-subgroup of G. Then (so $5) an indecomposable kG-moduie U is an indecompos- 
. 
a& object in riQ(kG;D)” , if and only if it has a vertex in t.he set 
where iu g is the set of ah ‘%-subconjugates” of members of X. Similarly, an in- 
decomposable M-module is an indecomposable object of M(kH;D) f , if and only if 
it has a vertex in the same set YQD,H). The functor f’must take indecomposable 
objects of IV(~H;D)~ to indecomposable objects of M(kH;D)J, and so we see from 
(4.1. t ) that f induces the same 1 - t correspondence b tween the isomorphismclasses 
of these objects, as is descsribed in /7, Theorem 21. Thus Theorem 4.1 provides ageneral- 
ization of 17, Theorem 21; however our proof of Theorem 4. I is independent of 171; it is 
an application of the general ‘9 ransfer theorem”’ of I!?). More precisely. Theorem 4.1 is 
deduced, in $4, from a transfer theorem (Theorem 2.3) for G-products. G-products are 
described in 82; they general&e sligh tiy the G-algebras defined in [ 8; 9) . 
Finally, we give in $5 another application of Theorem 2.3, to prove a iheorem 
(Theorem 5.8) which connectsfwith the classica) correspondence of blocks of G 
and H given by Brauer’s “1 st main theorem”. Theorem 5.8 generalises the theorem 
given in 17, p, $01 as “corollary to Conlon’s theoremY3 
Remark. The most successful application, to date, of the module correspondence 
given by Theorem 4,l (or by [7, Theorem 2]), is that initiated by Thompson in f 133 
- see also Dade 131. There it is used to discuss the structure of a block 6 of G, 
whose defect group D is cyclic. Feit 15) showed that it is possible to get more refined 
information about 8, by using that fact that f gives azorrespondence between the 
morphisms (and not merely between the oQccts) of M(kG;D)*’ and M(kH;D)" . ft is 
hoped to publish, on another occasion, some more results of this sort. 
’ W. Feit has pointed out that the implication Uti 8 - V E b. which is stated in [ 7, p. SO], is 
nut a cosobry of Cpnloa’s theofern, However, Theorem 5.8 shows that this implication is in 
fact valid. See also 15, Theorem 1 (vi)). 
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112. G-products 
l-43 A = (A, pA ). B = (13, pB), C= (C, pc) be K-modules. If X = (X, px) is a 
typ14 one of these, we make G act m X, with an “exponential’” notation, Ilr?R =
xPXIBj,forxEX,REC;.Let5:AF:B + C be a k-bilinear “‘cxterid’ prorluct, 
written 
a-b = (a,bK, for a E A, b E B. 
Whitian. The quadruple (A.B,CJ ]I is a G-producf if 
Emmpk 2. If (A.&C.{) is a G-prodluct, for which A = B = C, then A is a C-algebra 
c 1%. p. I381 * or 19, p. 72) ). 
Ewampk 3. In particular, if U =: (U’. p) is a W-module, then (V, U) is a &algebra. 
Also A = kC is a G-algebra, if we define 119 = g-lag, for a E kG, g f G. These G- 
algebras are discussed in 18, $51 and in 19, 5 5.51. In # 5 of the present work, wt: 
afi consider also t!te C-pr&nct ((U, W j, A, (CI, U ), f)* in which the product is 
@en by &a = @p(a). for 0 f (U, V), o E kG. 
Lt (A,B,C,f) be a G-product, and let X be any one of .4,&C IfH is a subgroup 
sf G, define 
**= {xEXixh=x,forallhEH). 
By(Zljwe9eeat once 
Now tet S,H be subgroups of G such that S < H. Clearly XH C Xs; let 
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r,,, IXs -+xII 
Then the q+stem of modules X,, together with the maps 7&, RH,s, C’tj,s satisfies 
(with appropriate notational changes) the conditions (a) - (g) of [O, Proposition 
1.83) . htareover, it follows easily from our definitions that the two “multipiicative” 
conditions (h), (i) of 19, Proposition 1.83 1 cm be replaced by 
Remark. Define a G-S)~FRVPI to be a quadruple (A&C’,{), where A = b4,T.R ), B = 
(B,T.R), C= [C?,T,R) are all G-funutors into Mk% in the sense of 19, $1.31 ; (= (,{H) is 
a family of k-bilinear produck Tl, : A, X l$, -+ C’ (we write a$ for (a$&, if 
Q E Al{, @E BH). It is assumed further that 
(GS’) For all G-morphisms R= (Ef.g,K ) there hold 
aqn)-p = (t@?(~))T(nj, at1 01 E A,, fi E BK, and 
a$T(n) = (d?( n)-#3)T(n), all (a E ,4, b fl E B,+. 
Thus Csystcms general&e the G‘-functors of [9], to which they reduce in the case 
A =: B= C. We havt? just shown, above, that every G-product gives rise to a G-system 
I. one must of course use [9, formulae 1.&Z(a), (&)I, to define the maps T(n), R(n) 
in tern% of the maps &$JJ* KHVkS, cfjg. 
Examination of the relevant parts of 19, 5 @2,4] shows that the transfer theorem 
(9, Theorem 23 general&s to C-systems. For the convenience of the reader, we out- 
line below the proof for the G-system derived from a G-product. The proof for an 
arbitraqj G-system is nearly identical with this. 
ff S,N are subgroups of G such that S d;; H, define X~,H = 7&,(&y ), and if ‘E = 
f Si )is a set of subgroups of H, define 
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tn 19 9 2). we refer to the family of k-modules (XQ, 1, with H and iE varying, as 
the “ca~~nrcal filtration” of X. Suppose that l),tf,K are subgroups of G such that 
A”, and that g, x are sets of subgroups of H. Recall the definitions: 
‘x means that fur each Si E g, there exists some Tj E ‘% and sane k E H such 
thst Slh G TI; and 
cn the following faets arc! deduced as in the proof of 19, Proposition 2.2 11 (or by 
dkect Galculation 1.
From krRtma 2.3 b)l, (c) it follows that, for any set :z of subgroups of H, 
AB.H*BH I; C~J, and ~Ih~*Bgef~ C C5.H. Hence the product f : A X S --+ C induces 
a product 
the natural k-epimorphism induced by the in&sion X~,J+ $_- Q(x). Let 
be the natural k-isomorphiun. By Lemma 2.2(d), r[f,(,- induces a k-epimorphism 
tiy %xmma 2,2(b). le) (see 19, lemma 4.1 S] ), R,, induces a k-epimorphism 
#!rmf. Lemmas 4.11,4. f 2.4.13 of [ 91 hold with A replaced by any one of .4, B, C. 
Lemma;.14 of 191 holds in the form 
‘Ihe prcszf of 19, Theorem 21 can now be adapted to a proof ot’Thzr)rem 2.3. Notice . 
that thg mirltiplica:ivity of q. s,c follows at unce from the definilions of the products 
5&i,% are invokd. 
&nrork 2.5. Sf (A, 18, C, 5: has the property that Q(x) = & H for X = A9 f% c, then 
qx is the identity, and by Theorem 2.3(c), (d) the maps f,: r~ arc isomorphisms. 
This situation occws in the applications which we make in $4 and 5 5. 
A ring Y with 1 is called ~~ttrp&t~& @mtv if Y/J{ Y) is a division ring, where 
.I# Y) is the Jacobson rardical of Y. It is shown in i 12, p. 581 that if Y is completely 
primary. then J( Y) is the set of non-units of Y; hence-if K is a.ny proper ideal of Y, 
then K c J( Y), and Y/iK is completely primary. 
An idempotent IQ in a ring X is fompletely primitive in X, if t%4 is completely 
prrmary. By the remariks just made 
3.1. if 4 is cr,mpleUe& primitive in X, ond if K is an ideal of X suc*h tbt t3 & A”. tlrcrn 
4 + K is wmplete!,v primitive in XfK . 
Any idempotcnt whkh is completely primitive in X, is primitive in X, although in 
neral the c’onversc fails. 
Winition. A commutative ring k with I isg& if every idettrpotent e, which is 
primitive in a k-algebra -II;’ which is finitely generated as k-module, is completely 
primitive in X. 
For examples of good rings, see 5 Y . From now on, we shall assume that our co= 
efficient ring k is gQlod. Among other things, this implies that the KruU-Schmidt 
thecwem holds for k&nodules (see [ 12, p. 581 j. 
flefmitioa 3.2. Let U be an object in a k-additive category M. Then the family (UP, 
*We cl,,,= E,..,n is a direct sum decwmpusition uf da, or simply a decompasitil~n of V, 
if the following hotd for all v, v8 E { 1, . . . . n ): 
(0 UE Ob M, n, E pf(U, U,) ad ~1, E M(U,, U). 
(ii) y,nV- = O(rv t3 v’), and p,n, = sU . 
(iii) Z$t e, = gUI where eV = n#&. 
IJ 
ft is clear that the eV are mutually orthogonal idempotents lying in the k-algebra 
fdr, U). We refer to Definition 32(iii) as the idempotent decomposition ~,ftL~, 
corresponding to the given decmposition (Up, la,, p,) of U. One has immediatejy 
w 3.3. if U E Ob k4 is nut indeeumposcrble ir;  M, then kc! is not u primitive 
Afemj3otefzt in M(U, U ). 
Het E = {Si> be a WI of subgroups of G, and define the category M(kG)E, as in 
61. 
Roof. U is a zero object in b{{kC$. if and only if (V, V)z = 0. Since (U, U)z is 
the quotient of (U, V)G by the ideal (U, WE,,, this is equivalent to saying that 
i(_j E (CL U)~C, i.e., that 1x is E-projective. 
izt U be a W-module, and regard U as object in M(kC). It is possible, as is well- 
known, to find a dceomposition 
of Uin M(K) which is primitive, l.c., in which 0, is ~ndecomposable, for v =: I, . . . . n. 
(If U = 0, we take n =: 0). This condition is equivalent to the condition that the eu 
are primit.ive (hence completely primitive) in the k-algebra (U, U), . in fact we may 
alsa assume that, for each v = 1, . ..* n, 
(3.6’) Ur, is a submodule of U, and p, is the inclusion U, + U. 
Let us choose, for each kG=module U, a fixed primitive decomposition (3.6) which 
satisfies (3.6’), and call this the standard decomposition of U. 
Remark. This choice can be made, only under suitable set-theoretic hypothesis. One 
device is to prescribe afixed infinite set I, and define the objects of M(kG) to be 
just those K-modules U whose underlying set is a subset of 6. Then CIb M(kG) is a 
set, i.e., M(K) is a small category. Clearly i‘rnite direct sums exist in this category. 
Moreover, if WE Ob M(kC), then U’ E Ob M(kG), for any submodule U’ of W, and 
we can find a primitive decomposition (3.6) of W, which satisfies (3.6’). Since the 
cc~ltectian of all decomposition of all U E Ob M (kc) is a set, it can be well-ordered, 
atid this permrits us to chmse our stztdard decomposition for every UE Qb M(kG). 
Wfaition. Let 0 be a kG-module (ix., U is an object of rLf(kG)), with standard 
deccqxxition (3.6) so that in the wsuai notation 
2 -projective-free pm of W (or the z-free pprt of U) be the 
(z-projective. Let e(U), called the @-pruj’ective purt 
of U, be the sum of those W,, which are E-prujective. U itself is cailed &projective- 
free (or &fiee), if E(U) = 0. 
LMMM 3.7. For any kG-module U, one bus 
Roof This comes from the definitions, and the Krull-Schmidt heorem. 
IV&- The standard ecumposition (3.6) of Uin M(kC), gives rise to the decompti- 
tion {UP, In,], b,] ) Of U in MfkC)‘, where In,] = ?ru f (U, U&G, [p,] = 
b + (cf,, U), G- If $-$Y) is not indecomposable in M(kG), there are at least two 
watues of v s;h that t$ is not @projective. By Iemma 3.5, these U,, are not zero 
in .hf(kG)” l Hence U is not indecomposable in M(kG)E, because it has a non-trivial 
dec--positim (Lt,, In,] 9 [&I 10 
.” 
Conwersely, ifEF(U) is indecomposable in M(kG), there is some T such that 
U* is not E-projective, while UP is E-projective for all P # f (V, r E { 1, . . . . n 1). Then 
%’ = E,, mod W, U‘)“,,G. b Definition 32(iii) and Lemma 3.4. Since c,, is conrpletely y 
primitive in (U, r/,,, it follows from 3.1 that tU + (.U, W)eG is campletely primitive 
in (V. U)G. Now Letruna 3.3 shows that W is indecomposable in M(kG)' . 
o;rl. We may assume U # 0. Let (3.6) be the standard ecomposition of U. Since 
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U is Wfce, U, is not E-projective, v = 1, . ..) ~2. 
bch element 0 E (U, U), can be represented by an n X n matrix (Op,& with co- 
efficients 8, vp = Cr,BnPt E CU,, UP&, for all v, v’ E { 1, . . . . ill ). If 0 E (U, Uk,G, then 
it follows f&m I.4 that O,,,,e f (U,. &s)~,~; for ail v, v’. Then we shall prove 
For if 3.9. I is false, there is some O,,,p, which has invcrsc 9. This 9 lies in ((.I,#, U,), , 
hence L(! = O,,,q E (r/u, U, )G, (; by 1.4. But this shows that U, is @rejective, a 
contradiction. Lemma 3.9 now follows from a theorem of Fitting ((6, Sate 11 j ; see 
also 18, Theorem bbl ), which says that for any 0 E (U, U)<;, 0 lies in J (( Cr. l.Q) if 
and only if 3.9.1 holds. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.5, 3.7, c! 25 E I,@‘) for any kG-module U. So it is enough to 
prove T’heorcm 3.10 in the case where ci, V are both 6free.Suppose that we are in 
this case, then c’ = Et;( Cr) and V = Et:( V). It is trivial that U z V in M(kG) implies 
U 2 V inr M(kC)' , ad so wt* have only to prove the converse statement. If V’ t V in 
M(kt..)‘, there exist aE (U, VI<; ardd flE (V, b’&; such that [a) = 3r + (0. V)%E(; and 
101 q3+KUIg,(; are inverse to each other. Then #I = qr + 7, with y E (U, L’)G~;. 
By Lemma 3.9, “y E J((U. U),;), hence there exist;; 1 E (0, U), such that (qY + r)[ = 
cc?. Thus aQ’ = tU, with 0’ = g. Sirniiariy, there exists (3” E ( V, U)G such that ~3% = 
Q,‘. Hence Q has two-sided inverse fl” = p”, and this shows that U 2 V in M(kG’), as 
required. 
$4. The functors f and g 
In this section Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4..., 3 which are stated in 5 1, are prove& 
Let D,H be subgroups of G such that N,(D) G H, and ilet x, 9 be defined as in 
$2. We suppose that standard ecompositions have been chosen for objects in both 
categories iU(kG), M(kH). 
Whition. If W is a kG-module, define IV to be !&(U& 
ThusIpu is a kH-module, and by Lemma 3.7 one has 
whcrc wfi = g(l.$, ). The standard econtposition of Ll,, gives rise to the decomposi- 
tion (4.3 3; let the H-maps defining (4.3) be 
so that (cf. Definition 3.2) 
Let Et((kG;D) be the full subcategory of bl(kC), whose objects are all D-projective 
kG-modules. Define M(kH; 5) similarly. . 
Qrosl ia ). Since U is D-projective, tu E (U, U&g G. Hence by Lentnta 4.12, q,? = 
cdr 4 kg*. regarded as H-map, lies in- (c!. oDeH t iU. %,J~. By the definition of 
&-N.$,). eC is a sum of idempotents eV, primitive in (U, U),, which do not lie in 
(U, U&I,~. But each such c,, = E,L~ E (U. L-Q*,, + (U, Uh,, so by Rosenberg’s 
lemma 18, p. 1351 must lie in (U, U,,,,. Thus eU lies in (iY, CQD,,, sofu is59 
projective, by Lemma 3.4. 
(b). We have just seen that eLr is D-projective. Hence ptr = ~~~~~ and vu = 
eC”nU are also D-projective, by t .4. 
(c). ri! is B-projective, by Lemma 3.4, because UO = g(V) is B-projective by 
definition (and independently of the hypothesis that II is D-projective). As in (b), 
this shows that & nb are B-projective. 
Lemma 4.6 contains some elementary facts which we shall use repeatedly. Here 
e is any set of subgroups of H, and W, Y ar-e kG-moduPes. 
Letprma 4.6. (a)_ Any puducb of H-maps, in which any factor is e-projective, is 6 
projective. 
(b). lf a, flare H-maps, of which one is D-projective and the other $bprojecrive, 
than af3 is S-projective. 
(cf. lfXE(U, W),, then 
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hoof. (a) comes from 1.4, (b) from (2.3. I ), and (c) from X = q_,& !,- = 
(‘&! + c;) X(E p + p;..,. 
Definition. if U, V are W-modules and 0 E (U, V), , define fe E (JII, /y jH by 
ftE, = &/&r&I. 
Proof. (a). Since lu is a D-projective G-map. so is 0 = Q,& (by Lemmai 4.6(a)). Since 
frti is a D-projective H-map (by Lemma 4.5(b)), so is f6 = ~,&rv. This proves (a). 
(b). If 8 E (U, I’)_q G then by 19, Lemma 4.13) 9 0 (regarded as H-Imap) lies in 
(6, Vb H. So@ = &&In,. is &projective by Lemma 4.5(b) and Lemma 4.6(a), 
(b). CD 
The last statement now follows, when we notice that (a) implies’ 
Proof. These maps are well-defined, since by Lemma 4.6(a), puXq and ~cu)lb~ 
are x-projective, if X and a are. Let us use brackets [,] to denote the cosets appear- 
ing above. Then 
and 
e a11 terms on the right of (4.6. I ), except ec’A+, arc &projective by Lemma 
4.6(a), (b). --hS ??I[!, 1’9 nZ;-. E’ are inverse to each other and hence arc both k-iso- 
m~~h~ms. 
tiler CB: V, W be any objects of M(kG;D). We shall apply the transfer theorem 2.3 
to the Gproduct 
where amp stands for composition of maps. 
Iploof, Take I.’ = (U, t’) and let X f Q(X) = (U, V jn lf fl (W, Qr H. Every term on 
the right of (4.6.1) contains both D-projective and ‘&projective ‘factors, so by 
Emma 4.6(a), (h j, X E Xt,H. Thus Q(X) = X,t.H. Now Remark 2.5, together with 
Theorem 2.3(i), complete the proof. 
The maps m, m* sewc to connect he G-product (4.9) with the H-product 
Q/-U dy ). ((v. fw ), cft: fw ), camp), and allow us to cxpressf[,,, zF (see (4.7.1)) in 
terms of the maps rcY 2’ = Q [!, V) and sL’. V = stD’, V) which appear in Theorem 2.3. 
*See Fig it taking in kis case X = (U, V) and X’ = (jU, fv). We shall see in $5 that 
exactly anaIogous situations occur in the proofs of Theorems 5.6 and 5.8. 
Prod. (a). Take 8 E [U, Vj D,G = (U, V)G. Rutting X = 8 in (4.6.1 j, and using Leminas 
4.5 4.6, we find that 8 5 +?q, mod (U, Vb,H and Ed&, E (U, V),,,. Hence 
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Fig. 1. 
since pvnt/ = tf @I%e multipiicativity of m follows from that of m*, since m is in- 
vetSe to ???. 
(d). This follows from (a), and the fact that m, s, r are all multiplicative. 
Theorem 4.12. 7%e function f : M(kC;D)f + M(kH;D)” defined by 
far all objects U, V and mtwphisms [6] E (U, V); in M(kC;D)-z f is a functar; 
moreover the maps 
W-2) fu * v : W, V,; + (fu, /VI; 
am filtration-preserviw k-isomorphisms, for all U, V. 
Proof. That fis well-defined follows from Lemmas 4.5(a), 4.7. Also fis a functor, 
because it is multiplicative (Lemma 4.11 (a)), and takes [ ttr] to If cu] = 
bUIUnU] = cfV (4.4) for all U, The map fu, v is a k-isomorphism, because it is the 
product of k-isomorphisms III Lf, IW, sl:, I-, Qi, 1’ (Lemmas 4.8, 4.10, 4.1 I (a)). Finally, 
$I . t “6’. I’ - - ti,!,, (4. IO) is filtration-preserving because I(.- It’ is (see Remark 2.4). 
and ntCs 1” is &ration-preserving by Lemnla 4.1 1 Qb j. He&e fci, tr is filtration-pre- 
fving by Lemma 4.1 I (a). 
The fact that each _!;1. IP is an isomorphism at once @ves 
We must next define the func tar g : M( kH;D)” 3 M(kG; D) ’ . For each kH- 
module I,, define tG’ to bc a kG-module, which has ;f kH-submodule L I isomwphio 
to L, and such that LC is the direct sum of the k-submodules L tg, as .q runs over a 
transversal of the cosets Hg in G. 
Resmwic. I?. so defined, is isomorphic to the usual tensor produe t L gSkfl kG. Mow- 
cm. WC need a mow flexible definition, in order to remain rn the rcstric ted ca tcgrr 
’ s dew&d in $3. For exam!Ae, if Ai( M(kG ) have, as objects. only those 
mi;dules whose underlying sets are subsets of the fixed infinite set 2. we may ;irrangc 
that LG E Ob ,U(kG 1, for any I. E Ob rli(kH). 
There is a dewmposi tion (fAti )H = L 1 t+ Lz, where 1, 1 is the sum of the Ltg, 
Gw. Let l,*(” = ‘I] + v2 be the corresponding idempotent decomposition of tLt; 
in (I?, t’Q~I. One easily finds 
Roof. Lt L is D-projective, then ul E (l?, Lo JD,,,, by Lcn~ma 3.4. btence +_c; E 
(I+ l 1.” )u. (; by (4.14& and therefore LG is D-projective. 
Next by 19, Lemma 4.11) t one deduces from (4.14) that q2 E CL”, LG’)~j,~* 
hence t2 is g-projective. Sincef@) is the @free part CITY = L l W& the 
Krufl-Schmidt heorem now shows that there is a decompcsition L, = 1, II @ L’, with 
ttt z f(LG) and L’ a g-projective W-moduie. But L’ is also B-projective kff- 
rxhde, being a component of I, p. Thus zLt E (A!‘, A!+‘)* isboth D-projective and g- 
ctive, 50 tl_e = iL#qe is &projective by Lemma 4.6(b). Thus f. l 2 L l l in 
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M(kIf;n)*’ , and (4.15. I ) follows. 
Definition. Iff, is any kHmodule, define gL = XF(LG). Thus gfi is a kG-module, 
and by Lemma 3.7 one has 
(4.16) LO = gL t-u,. 
whc?-c Lo = x(L” ). Notice that if 1. is D-projective, then gL is D-projective, by 
Lrmma 4.15 and (4.16). 
Theorem 4.17. (a). Ltv L E Ob M(kH;D),’ , U E Qb M(kC;D)” . Then 
(4.1.4) f(gI.. ) 2 I, in A((kH:D)” . . 
Proof. In this pm.& ail isurwrphisrns are in ,!f(kG;D).’ or M(ktl:D).’ . 
(a). Hy (4.16).gL 2 I,“. Applyingf, one has&& ) “/ILC;). Now (4.1.4) follows 
from (4. t 5. I ). To prove (4. I ,3), put 1, = f0 in (4.1.4). This @ves .t‘(RflJ) 2 f U. Hence 
l 
gt’&’ 2 U, by Corollary 4.13. 
(b). For each L E Ob ki( kll ;Dj%’ . there exists by (4.1.4) an isomor@ism 
@I. :L~fl;pl,).NowletL,MEQb &~(kZ@)%nd [cr] E(L,M$;we want todefinegla]. 
By I”heorcnt 4.1 2, there is 3 unique 101 E (gL, g.M)i such that ,‘[@I = $fl [a] $JM 
E u&L ), f(gM 1);. Define g[a] to be this [@I. It is now a trivial matter tb verify 
that the functiong : L *gL, [a] -g[ar) is a functor. (This construction is taken 
from [ 2, proof of Proposition I.191 ). 
Praof of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. The functors J‘and g defined in Theorems 
4.12,4,17 have all the properties tated in Theorem 4.1. In particular, Theorem 4.12 
shows that f is fully-faithful and k-additive, and (4.1.4) shows that f is dense. Hence 
fis an equivalence of categories. This proves Corollary 4.2. 
Remark. The functor g given in the proof of Theorem 4. I 7(b) is also an equivalence 
of categories, and dI f& are naturally equivalent to the identity functors on 
M(kG;D)“, 1ZZfkH;D)” respectively (see [ 2, Propositions 1.16, 1. I?] ). 
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5 5. Vertices and Mocks 
In this section we give some applications of the preceding theory. We shall assume 
that p is a rational prime, and that k is a complete discrete vaiuation ring with maxi- 
m9f ideal p, such that the fieid k/p has characteristic p. Such a ring k is “good”‘, in 
the sense of 53. Take D,H,X as before, but assumle now that D is a p-subgroup of G. 
is any additive category, write Ind M fo; the class of indecomposable objects 
us WE ind M(AC;D) if and only if U is an indecomposable, Pyrojective 
-module. Then Uhas a vertex Do GD. By t;cmma 3.5, and Theorem 3.8 the 
CCHM%MI that this U belongs to Ind M(kG;D) , is that it is not X-projective, i.e., that 
Do Q jG F (see 17, (2.5)) ). Hence, 
Smilaffy (see [ 7, Lemma 3]), 
5.2. If .C E lnd M(!kH;Dj, then L E Ind M(kH;Dj” ifond m!y if L has a vertex 
D, E fI(D, H). 
tit I(G’;Dj = Ind M(kG;D).l n Ind M(kG;Dj, and define I(H;Dj simtiarly. If 
U, YE I (G; D), then U, V are X-free, and so by Theorem 3.10 they are isomorphic 
(kG;Ll)f, if and only if they are isomorphic in M(kG;Dj. One has a similar 
remark for I(H;D). The functor f, being an additive equivalence, induces a I - I COP 
respondence between the sets of isomorphism classes of members of f(C;Dj and 
I(H; Dj. MoreovetJ is vertex-preserving; this is proved in [ ‘71, but we give here an- 
other proof, based on the filtration-preserving property off proved in Theorem 4.12. 
llmmm 5.3. Let 0 E I(G;D) and let Do be a subgroup of D. Then Do is a vertex of 
U~fandonlyifit isuvertexoff~ 
Pro& Do is a vertex of U if and only if it is a minimal member of the set P(U j = 
D 1 u is S-projective 3. Now u is s-projective if and Only if ‘W E (u, v)s G, 
which is equivalent to tLi f (V. W), G + (I/. U), G = (U, U),, is) G by Rc~enberg’s 
mma, because iU is completely p&nitive in (WI V>,, and LU $ (i/t U),,, . Making 
a similar calculation forfu, we have 
$5. P’crtices arui blocks 391 
But the filtration-preserving isomorphism f‘ cr. (: (see Theorem 4.12) maps the right 
side of (5.3.1) onto the right side of (53.2). Therefore P(U) = P(JOj, which proves 
Theorem 5.3. 
let A = kG, regarded as G-algebra (see 18) 9 or f 91). The blocks B of G (with 
respect to k) correspond 1 - 1 with the primitive idempotents e in the centre ,4, of 
A; and e f Ax,~; is non-zero (hence is primitive) in A0~,/,4 ,I,~, if and only if the 
defect group D(B) of B lies in %(A!.& N). SimiMy, we make B = kH into an H-algebra, 
and have (cf. 5.1, 5.2): 
En [ 10. p. 631 it is shown that the map IPI: : BD,H/B.t.,N -vQ,~+l~,, induced by 
the inclusion &J G A (this map is called m in ( 10) 1, is a tilt ration-preserving k-algebra 
isomorphism. Let fltA = (HI,: )- * . We apply the transfer theorem to .4, and find 
([IO, (2)j ,k that Q(A) = A _g II, so that the maps rtl, tA are isomorphisms. Hence I 
= r?tS4 SA r.4 
is a filtration-preserving k-algebra isomorphism. There follows 
Theotern 5.6. [ 10, p. 64) . 7% map fA ieduces a 1 - 1 currespondertce, which we 
denote 0 -+ fB, between the set of’blocks ofG having deflect gruups in a(D, H), artd 
the set of blocks of H having defect groups in iu(D, H ). This c~mqwndencc is 
“defect-group preserving “.* 
Now let U = (U, p) be a kc-module, and define the G-product 
where A = kG, and c : (0, u) + 0-a = 0p(o), for 0 E (W, U ), a E kc. It is easy to 
verify that (2.1) is satisfied. Apply Theorem 2.3 to this G-product. Since Q(X) = 
X*t fj for X = (W, U) (by Lemma 4.1 Oj and for X = A (by [ 10, (2)j )* the maps . 
* The correspondence of blocks of defect D which is given by Theorem 5.6, is the time as that 
given in Brauer3 “1st Main Theorem” (see [ 10) and literature there cited). 
3x! J.J.A. hwt, Rebrirv modukc cagpwies 
r_r. 1 y e are all isomorphisms. Moreover, we have isomorphisms tplU [I ( Lemma 4. ] 1) 
and PQ (above) which “‘connect” our G-product (5.7). with the akalogaus M- 
. 
praduct ((,,fU. fU), B, (j’U, fU ). 5). Hence we have 
fx = ‘“,$y~ : q-)&l& *G’ -b &J/l& JjB 
which are k-isomorphims, for X = (U, U) and X’ = (JU, f U), and also for X = A and 
x’ = B(see Fig, 1). We also check that the triple nt = (IQ~~~~, nzA, mU Lr) is multi- 
plicative; it follows that f = tf u,u, fA _ f&!, &!) is multiplicative. We now deduce 
Ttrcclncm 5.8. Let c/’ E I(C;D), and let 0 be a block of C with defect group in 
Rd. Let e be the idempotent in A, which corresponds to B. We say WE B if 
P(e)= ‘L’. which is equivalent to rU’e = lU, in terms of the G-gx&ct (5.7). It fallaws 
easily that 
where (, 1 denotes covet mod Xt,c. Similarly. if e’ is the idempatent in Bf, which 
csrres~onds tojB, we have 
Apply f’,ci to the right side of (5.8. t ). and use the multiplicative property off. and 
the fact that f;‘ fel = [e’] V by definition offB, while fu,Lj [q;l = [yu] . We find 
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